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1. INTRODUCTION

Linear elastic structures have been largely investigated
into the port-Hamiltonian (pH) framework as well as the
heat equation (consult for instance Macchelli and Mel-
chiorri (2004) for the Timoshenko beam, Aoues et al.
(2017) for the Euler-Bernoulli beam, Brugnoli et al.
(2019b,a) for thick and thin plates). Recently, more com-
plicated models arising from fluid dynamics have also been
considered (Cardoso-Ribeiro et al., 2019, 2020; Rashad
et al., 2021a,b; Califano et al., 2021; Altmann and Schulze,
2017).

The Hamiltonian foundation of non-linear elasticity dates
back to the late 80s (Simo et al., 1988). A pH formulation
of flexible beams undergoing large deformations can be
found in Macchelli et al. (2007, 2009). One fundamental
non linear theory is the von Kármán one, that applies for
moderately large deformation of beams, plates and shells.
This theory has puzzled mathematicians and physicists as
the derivation of the model rely on some not well justi-
fied assumptions. Mathematical conditions under which
this theory is actually applicable and will give reason-
able results when solved are discussed in Ciarlet (1980,
1990). In particular, for this model the stresses-strains
constitutive relation has to be linear and the Kirchhoff-
Love displacement field assumption (i.e. the normals to
the middle surface remain normal to the deformed middle
surface) hold. Existence and uniqueness of solutions for the
full dynamical problem were established in Lagnese and
Leugering (1991) for one-dimensional beams and in Puel
and Tucsnak (1996) for plates. Since the full dynamical
von Kárman problem is conservative (see e.g. Bilbao et al.
(2015)), a pH realization of this system exists.

The development of new models within the pH frame-
work has been accompanied with an increased interest

in numerical discretization methods, capable of retaining
the main features of the distributed system in its finite-
dimensional counterpart (see Rashad et al. (2020) for
a comprehensive review on this topic). Recently, it has
become evident that there is a strict link between dis-
cretization of port-Hamiltonian systems and mixed finite
elements (Cardoso-Ribeiro et al., 2021). An example of
this connection is given in Kirby and Kieu (2015), where a
velocity-stress formulation for the wave dynamics is shown
to be Hamiltonian and its mixed discretization preserves
such a structure.

In this contribution, the von Kármán beam model is for-
mulated as a pH system. The selection of energy variables
will be such to make the Hamiltonian quadratic in these
variables. As a consequence of this choice, the non lin-
earities of the model are included in the interconnection
operator, whereas the constitutive relations remain linear.
The obtained model can be discretized using mixed finite
elements. To this aim, a weak formulation that does not
demand for H2 regularity for the vertical displacement (as
in classical Galerkin discretization of beams and plates,
cf. Gustafsson et al. (2018)) is obtained. This means that
the vertical displacement can be discretized using H1

conforming elements (i.e. Continuous Galerkin elements),
rather then using the more computationally demanding
H2 conforming elements, like the Hermite polynomials. A
numerical test is carried out to evaluate the convergence
rate of the discrete solution with respect to an analytical
one.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the classical
model for von Kármán beams is recalled. Then, a pH
realization of the classical model is detailed in Sec. 3. The
mixed finite element discretization strategy is discussed in
Sec. 4. In Sec. 5 a numerical convergence test is performed
to assess the rate of convergence of the solution.
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2. VON KÁRMÁN BEAMS

The classical von Kármán beam model is presented
in (Reddy, 2010, Chapter 4). Under the hypothesis of
isotropic material, the extensional-bending stiffness is zero
when the x-axis is taken along the geometric centroidal
axis. This means that a pure traction (bending) defor-
mation produces no bending (traction) stress. With this
assumption, the problem, defined on an interval Ω = [0, L],
takes the following form

ρAü = ∂xnxx,

ρAẅ = −∂2
xxmxx + ∂x(nxx∂xw),

(1)

together with the stresses and strains expressions

nxx = EAεxx,

εxx = ∂xu+ 1/2(∂xw)
2,

mxx = EIκxx,

κxx = ∂2
xxw.

(2)

Variable u is the horizontal displacement, w is the vertical
displacement (cf. Fig. 1), nxx is the axial stress resultant
and mxx is the bending stress resultant. The coefficients
ρ,A,E, I are the beam’s mass density, the cross section,
the Young modulus and the second moment of area.

x u(x, t)

L

w(x, t)

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of a von Kármán beam

The total energy of the model (Hamiltonian functional)

H =
1

2

∫

Ω

{
ρA(u̇2 + ẇ2) + nxxεxx +mxxκxx

}
dΩ, (3)

consists of the kinetic energy and both membrane and
bending deformation energies. This model proves conser-
vative, see Bilbao et al. (2015). Indeed, this implies that
a port-Hamiltonian realization of the system exists. We
shall demonstrate how to construct a port-Hamiltonian
realization, equivalent to (1).

3. THE EQUIVALENT PORT-HAMILTONIAN
REALIZATION

To find a suitable port-Hamiltonian system, we first select
a set of new energy variables to make the Hamiltonian
functional quadratic

αu = ρAu̇, Horizontal momentum,

αε = εxx, Axial strain,

αw = ρAẇ, Vertical momentum,

ακ = κxx, Curvature.

(4)

The energy is quadratic in these variables

H =
1

2

∫

Ω

{
α2
u + α2

w

ρA
+ EAα2

ε + EIα2
κ

}
dΩ. (5)

By computing the variational derivative of the Hamilto-
nian, one obtains the so-called coenergy variables:

eu := δαu
H = u̇,

ew := δαw
H = ẇ,

eε := δαε
H = nxx,

eκ := δακ
H = mxx.

(6)

Before stating the final formulation, consider the un-
bounded operator operator C(w)(·) : L2(Ω) → L2(Ω), that
acts as follows

C(w)(·) = ∂x(· ∂xw). (7)

The domain of the operator is given by

D(C) = {v | v ∂xw ∈ H1(Ω)}. (8)

Proposition 1. The formal adjoint of the C(w)(·) is given
by

C(w)∗(·) = −∂x(·)∂x(w). (9)

Proof 1. Consider a smooth scalar fields with compact
support ψ ∈ C∞

0 (Ω) and ξ ∈ C∞
0 (Ω). The formal adjoint

of C(w)(·) satisfies the relation

〈ψ, C(w)(ξ)〉Ω = 〈C(w)∗(ψ), ξ〉Ω , (10)

where 〈f, g〉Ω =
∫
Ω
fg dΩ. The proof follows from the

computation

〈ψ, C(w)(ξ)〉Ω = 〈ψ, ∂x(ξ ∂xw)〉Ω ,

= 〈−∂xψ, ξ∂xw〉Ω ,

= 〈−∂xψ ∂xw, ξ〉Ω .

(11)

This means that

C(w)∗(·) = −∂x(·)∂xw, (12)

leading to the final result.

The pH realization is then given by the following system

∂

∂t



αu

αε

αw

ακ


 =



0 ∂x 0 0
∂x 0 (∂xw) ∂x 0
0 ∂x(· ∂xw) 0 −∂2

xx

0 0 ∂2
xx 0






eu
eε
ew
eκ


 .

(13)
The second line of system (13) represents the time deriva-
tive of the axial strain εxx. To close the system, variable
w has to be accessible. For this reason, its dynamics has
to be included. The augmented system reads

∂

∂t




αu

αε

αw

ακ

w


 =




0 ∂x 0 0 0
∂x 0 (∂xw) ∂x 0 0
0 ∂x(· ∂xw) 0 −∂2

xx −1
0 0 ∂2

xx 0 0
0 0 1 0




︸ ︷︷ ︸
J




eu
eε
ew
eκ

δwH


 .

(14)
The operator J is formally skew-adjoint. If only the
kinetic and deformation energies are considered, it holds
δwH = 0. In general this term allows accommodation of
other potentials, such as gravitational. Suitable boundary
variables are then obtained considering the power balance

Ḣ = 〈eu, eε〉∂Ω + 〈ew, eε∂xw − ∂xeκ〉∂Ω + 〈∂xew, eκ〉∂Ω .
(15)

For the boundary terms, the following notation has been
used

〈f, g〉∂Ω = fg|L0 = f(L)g(L)− f(0)g(0).

The boundary conditions, summarized in Table 1, are
consistent with the ones assumed in Puel and Tucsnak
(1996) for deriving a global existence result for this model.

BCs Traction Bending

Dirichlet BCs. eu|L0 ew|L0 ∂xew|L0
Neumann BCs. eε|L0 eε∂xw − ∂xeκ|L0 eκ|L0

Table 1. Boundary conditions for von Karman beams.
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2. VON KÁRMÁN BEAMS

The classical von Kármán beam model is presented
in (Reddy, 2010, Chapter 4). Under the hypothesis of
isotropic material, the extensional-bending stiffness is zero
when the x-axis is taken along the geometric centroidal
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xxmxx + ∂x(nxx∂xw),

(1)
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2,

mxx = EIκxx,

κxx = ∂2
xxw.

(2)

Variable u is the horizontal displacement, w is the vertical
displacement (cf. Fig. 1), nxx is the axial stress resultant
and mxx is the bending stress resultant. The coefficients
ρ,A,E, I are the beam’s mass density, the cross section,
the Young modulus and the second moment of area.

x u(x, t)

L

w(x, t)

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of a von Kármán beam
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H =
1

2

∫

Ω
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}
dΩ, (3)
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H =
1

2

∫

Ω

{
α2
u + α2

w

ρA
+ EAα2

ε + EIα2
κ

}
dΩ. (5)
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fg dΩ. The proof follows from the

computation
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This means that

C(w)∗(·) = −∂x(·)∂xw, (12)

leading to the final result.

The pH realization is then given by the following system
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The second line of system (13) represents the time deriva-
tive of the axial strain εxx. To close the system, variable
w has to be accessible. For this reason, its dynamics has
to be included. The augmented system reads
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The operator J is formally skew-adjoint. If only the
kinetic and deformation energies are considered, it holds
δwH = 0. In general this term allows accommodation of
other potentials, such as gravitational. Suitable boundary
variables are then obtained considering the power balance

Ḣ = 〈eu, eε〉∂Ω + 〈ew, eε∂xw − ∂xeκ〉∂Ω + 〈∂xew, eκ〉∂Ω .
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For the boundary terms, the following notation has been
used

〈f, g〉∂Ω = fg|L0 = f(L)g(L)− f(0)g(0).

The boundary conditions, summarized in Table 1, are
consistent with the ones assumed in Puel and Tucsnak
(1996) for deriving a global existence result for this model.

BCs Traction Bending

Dirichlet BCs. eu|L0 ew|L0 ∂xew|L0
Neumann BCs. eε|L0 eε∂xw − ∂xeκ|L0 eκ|L0

Table 1. Boundary conditions for von Karman beams.
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4. MIXED FINITE ELEMENT DISCRETIZATION

To perform the numerical discretization, the constitutive
relations are first incorporated in the dynamics. The
link between the energy variables (4) and the coenergy
variables (6) is given by the linear transformation



αu

αε

αw

ακ


 =



ρA 0 0 0
0 Ca 0 0
0 0 ρA 0
0 0 0 Cb






eu
eε
ew
eκ


 , (16)

where Ca = (EA)−1 and Cb = (EI)−1 are the axial and
bending compliances respectively. The physical parame-
ters are assumed to be constant for simplicity. A pure
coenergy formulation can then be employed once (16) is
plugged into (14)




ρAėu
Caėε
ρAėw
Cbėκ
ẇ


 =




0 ∂x 0 0 0
∂x 0 ∂xw ∂x 0 0
0 ∂x(· ∂xw) 0 −∂2

xx −1
0 0 ∂2

xx 0 0
0 0 1 0 0







eu
eε
ew
eκ

δwH


 .

(17)

To derive the discrete system, first (17) is put into weak
form. To this aim the test functions (ψu, ψε, ψw, ψκ, ψ)
are introduced. For sake of simplicity, no dependency
between the displacements and the energy is considered,
i.e. δwH = 0:

〈ψu, ρA ėu〉Ω = 〈ψu, ∂xeε〉Ω .

〈ψε, Ca ėε〉Ω = 〈ψε, ∂xeu〉Ω + 〈ψε, (∂xw) ∂xew〉Ω ,

〈ψw, ρAėw〉Ω = 〈ψw, ∂x(eε∂xw)〉Ω −
〈
ψw, ∂

2
xxeκ

〉
Ω
,

〈ψκ, Cb ėκ〉Ω =
〈
ψκ, ∂

2
xxew

〉
Ω
,

〈ψ, ẇ〉Ω = 〈ψ, ew〉Ω .
(18)

Then the integration by parts is performed on the first,
third and fourth line. This choice is such to retain the
skew-symmetric structure at the discrete level and to
lower the regularity requirement for the finite elements
(Brugnoli, 2020, Chap. 8). The weak formulation then
looks for (eu, ew, eκ, w) ∈ H1(Ω), eε ∈ L2(Ω) such that
the following system

〈ψu, ρA ėu〉Ω = −〈∂xψu, eε〉Ω + 〈ψu, eε〉∂Ω .

〈ψε, Ca ėε〉Ω = 〈ψε, ∂xeu〉Ω + 〈ψε, ∂xw ∂xew〉Ω ,

〈ψw, ρAėw〉Ω = −〈∂xψw∂xw, eε〉Ω + 〈∂xψw, ∂xeκ〉Ω
+ 〈ψw, eε∂xw − ∂xeκ〉∂Ω ,

〈ψκ, Cb ėκ〉Ω = −〈∂xψκ, ∂xew〉Ω + 〈ψκ, ∂xew〉∂Ω ,

〈ψ, ẇ〉Ω = 〈ψ, ew〉Ω .
(19)

holds ∀(ψu, ψw, ψκ, ψ) ∈ H1(Ω), ∀ψε ∈ L2(Ω). In this
formulation, the boundary axial forces eε|L0 , vertical forces
eε∂xw− ∂xeκ|L0 and rotations ∂xew|L0 are enforced weakly.
To obtain the associated finite-dimensional system, the
following Galerkin approximation is considered

ehu =

nu∑
i=1

ξiu(x)e
i
u(t),

ehε =

nε∑
i=1

ξiε(x)e
i
ε(t),

ehw =

nw∑
i=1

ξiw(x)e
i
w(t),

ehκ =

nκ∑
i=1

ξiκ(x)e
i
κ(t),

wh =

nw∑
i=1

ξiw(x)w
i(t),

ψh
u =

nu∑
i=1

ξiu(x)ψ
i
u,

ψh
ε =

nε∑
i=1

ξiε(x)ψ
i
ε,

ψh
w =

nw∑
i=1

ξiw(x)ψ
i
w,

ψh
κ =

nκ∑
i=1

ξiκ(x)ψ
i
κ,

ψh =

nw∑
i=1

ξiw(x)ψ
i.

(20)

Notice that w, ew are discretized using the same test
functions ξiw(x). Plugging (20) into (19), the following-
finite dimensional system is obtained




Muėu
Mεėε
Mwėw
Mκėκ
ẇ


 =




0 −D�
εu 0 0

Dεu 0 Dεw(w) 0
0 −D�

εw(w) 0 Dwκ

0 0 −D�
wκ 0

0 0 I 0






eu
eε
ew
eκ




+




Bu 0 0
0 0 0
0 Bw 0
0 0 Bκ

0 0 0




(
u1

u2

u3

)
,

(
y1

y2

y3

)
=



B�

u 0 0 0
0 0 B�

w 0
0 0 0 B�

κ





eu
eε
ew
eκ


 .

(21)
The fifth entry in the coenergy variables column disappear
because δwH = 0. The mass matrices are defined as follows

M ij
u =

〈
ξiu, ρAξju

〉
Ω
,

M ij
ε =

〈
ξiε, Caξ

j
ε

〉
Ω
,

M ij
w =

〈
ξiw, ρAξjw

〉
Ω
,

M ij
κ =

〈
ξiκ, Cbξ

j
κ

〉
Ω
.

(22)

The interconnection matrices are given by

Dij
εu =

〈
ξiε, ∂xξ

j
u

〉
Ω
,

Dij
εw(w) =

〈
ξiε,

nw∑
k=1

∂xξ
k
w(x)w

k(t)∂xξ
j
w

〉

Ω

,

Dij
wκ =

〈
∂xξ

i
w, ∂xξ

j
κ

〉
Ω
.

(23)

The boundary matrices and control inputs are given by

Bi
u = [ψi

u(L) ψi
u(0)],

Bi
w = [ψi

w(L) ψi
w(0)],

Bi
κ = [ψi

κ(L) ψi
κ(0)],

u1 = [eε(L) − eε(0)]
�,

u2 = [eε∂xw − ∂xeκ(L) − eε∂xw − ∂xeκ(0)]
�,

u3 = [∂xew(L) − ∂xew(L)]
�.

(24)

The outputs yi are easily identified thanks to power
balance (15), as they corresponds to the power collocated
variables w.r.t. the inputs. The discrete energy definition
is given by the mass matrices weighted inner product of
the coenergy variable

Hd =
1

2
(euMueu+eεMεeε+ewMwew+eκMκeκ). (25)

The energy rate is computed taking into account the
lossless dynamics of System (21) and the discrete energy
definition (25):

Ḣd =

3∑
i=1

y�
i ui. (26)

For the numerical study in Sec. 5, homogeneous boundary
conditions will be considered for simplicity.

For what concerns the choice of the underlying finite
elements, a simple selection conforming to the weak form
(19) is given by continuous Galerkin to discretize the space
H1(Ω) and discontinuous Galerkin for the space L2(Ω).
Consider an interval mesh Ih with elements E. The space
of polynomials of order k on a mesh cell is denoted by Pk.
The following conforming families of finite elements are
selected for this problem:

Eh
u =

{
ehu ∈ H1(Ω)|∀E ∈ Ih, ehu|E ∈ P2k−1

}
,

Eh
ε =

{
ehε ∈ L2(Ω)|∀E ∈ Ih, ehε |E ∈ P2k−2

}
,

Eh
w =

{
ehw ∈ H1(Ω)|∀E ∈ Ih, ehw|E ∈ Pk

}
,

Eh
κ =

{
ehκ ∈ H1(Ω)|∀E ∈ Ih, ehκ|E ∈ Pk

}
,

Wh =
{
wh ∈ H1(Ω)|∀E ∈ Ih, wh|E ∈ Pk

}
,

(27)

where k ≥ 1. The space Eh
u corresponds to the space

of continous Galerkin elements of order 2k − 1 whereas
Eh
w, Eh

κ ,Wh corresponds to the space of continous Galerkin
elements of order k. The space Eh

ε corresponds to the space
of discontinuous Galerkin elements of order 2k − 2. This
choice guarantees that

∂xEh
u ⊂ Eh

ε ,

∂xWh · ∂xEh
w ⊂ Eh

ε .
(28)

So the discrete weak formulation becomes: find

(ehu, e
h
ε , e

h
w, e

h
κ, w

h) ∈ Eh
u × Eh

ε × Eh
w × Eh

κ ×Wh

such that system (19) holds

∀(ψh
u, ψ

h
ε , ψ

h
w, ψ

h
κ , ψ

h) ∈ Eh
u × Eh

ε × Eh
w × Eh

κ ×Wh.

.

5. NUMERICAL TEST

In this section the convergence rate of the underlying
finite elements is assessed by means of a numerical test. A
manufactured solution is considered in order to compare
the numerical with an analytical manufactured one.

Consider the following manufactured solution for the axial
and vertical displacement

uex = x3[1− (x/L)3] sin(2πt),

wex = sin(πx/L) sin(2πt),
(29)

together with the boundary conditions

u|L0 = 0, w|L0 = 0, mxx|L0 = 0. (30)

For u and w given in (29) to be the solution of (1),
appropriate forcing terms have to be introduced in the
right hand side of (1). These are given by

fu = ρA∂2
ttu

ex − ∂xn
ex
xx,

fw = ρA∂2
ttw

ex + ∂2
xxm

ex
xx − ∂x(n

ex
xx∂xw

ex),
(31)

The forcing term are computed considering the projection
of the analytical forcing terms on the corresponding test
functions ψu, ψw. Given the finite element selection (27),
this test function corresponds to the Lagrange elements of
order 2k − 1 and k for ψu and ψw respectively.

The numerical values of the parameters for the simulation
are reported in Table 2. The Firedrake library (Rathgeber
et al. (2017)) is used to generate the matrices. To inte-
grate the equations in time a Crank-Nicholson scheme is
employed. The time step is set to ∆t = h/(2π) to balance
the time discretization error with respect to the spatial
error. The final time is set to tf = 1[s]. The non-linear
system is solved using Newton-Krylov iterations with a
line search and direct factorization of the linear system.

To measure the convergence rate, suitable norms have to
be introduced. Let X be a Hilbert space, and tf a positive
real number. We denote by L∞([0, tf ];X ) or L∞(X ) the
space of functions f : [0, tf ] → X for which the time-space
norm || · ||L∞([0,tf ];X ) satisfies

||f ||L∞([0,tf ];X ) = ess sup
t∈[0,tf ]

||f ||X < ∞.

To compute the L∞(X ) space-time dependent norm from
the numerical results, the discrete norm L∞

∆t(X ) is used

|| · ||L∞(X ) ≈ || · ||L∞
∆t

(X ) = max
t∈ti

|| · ||X ,

where ti are the discrete simulation instants. The Hilbert
space X depends on the regularity of the considered vari-
able. For variables (eu, ew, eκ, w) the error is measured
in the L∞

∆t(H
1) norm, whereas for eε is measured using

the L∞
∆t(L

2) norm. The simulation results are reported in
Fig. 2. It can be noticed that all variables converge at
rate given by the polynomial degree k. For variable eκ a
superconvergent trend can be observed for case k = 1 (cf.
Fig 2d). The numerical solutions for the different variables
is plotted in Fig. 3.

Beam parameters

E ρ L A I
70 [kPa] 2700 [kg/m3] 1 [m] 0.01 [m2] 8.3 10−6 [m4]

Table 2. Physical parameters for the beam.

6. CONCLUSION

In this contribution, a pH model for von Kármán beams
is detailed. The resulting system of equations is then
discretized using mixed finite elements. The validity of
discretized model is assessed by comparison with an an-
alytical solution. This demonstrates how pH formulations
can be used in relevant non linear models arising from
engineering. A natural outlook is the extension of this
formulation to the two-dimensional case Brugnoli and
Matignon (2022).
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The energy rate is computed taking into account the
lossless dynamics of System (21) and the discrete energy
definition (25):
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For the numerical study in Sec. 5, homogeneous boundary
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For what concerns the choice of the underlying finite
elements, a simple selection conforming to the weak form
(19) is given by continuous Galerkin to discretize the space
H1(Ω) and discontinuous Galerkin for the space L2(Ω).
Consider an interval mesh Ih with elements E. The space
of polynomials of order k on a mesh cell is denoted by Pk.
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and vertical displacement
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(29)

together with the boundary conditions

u|L0 = 0, w|L0 = 0, mxx|L0 = 0. (30)
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The forcing term are computed considering the projection
of the analytical forcing terms on the corresponding test
functions ψu, ψw. Given the finite element selection (27),
this test function corresponds to the Lagrange elements of
order 2k − 1 and k for ψu and ψw respectively.

The numerical values of the parameters for the simulation
are reported in Table 2. The Firedrake library (Rathgeber
et al. (2017)) is used to generate the matrices. To inte-
grate the equations in time a Crank-Nicholson scheme is
employed. The time step is set to ∆t = h/(2π) to balance
the time discretization error with respect to the spatial
error. The final time is set to tf = 1[s]. The non-linear
system is solved using Newton-Krylov iterations with a
line search and direct factorization of the linear system.

To measure the convergence rate, suitable norms have to
be introduced. Let X be a Hilbert space, and tf a positive
real number. We denote by L∞([0, tf ];X ) or L∞(X ) the
space of functions f : [0, tf ] → X for which the time-space
norm || · ||L∞([0,tf ];X ) satisfies
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Beam parameters

E ρ L A I
70 [kPa] 2700 [kg/m3] 1 [m] 0.01 [m2] 8.3 10−6 [m4]

Table 2. Physical parameters for the beam.

6. CONCLUSION

In this contribution, a pH model for von Kármán beams
is detailed. The resulting system of equations is then
discretized using mixed finite elements. The validity of
discretized model is assessed by comparison with an an-
alytical solution. This demonstrates how pH formulations
can be used in relevant non linear models arising from
engineering. A natural outlook is the extension of this
formulation to the two-dimensional case Brugnoli and
Matignon (2022).
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Fig. 2. Error trend for the different variables

The analysis of this model under a control theoretic
perspective represents another interesting development.
The numerical discrete model can be used to construct
model based controllers.
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